electron lines due to the 12-day 163. 6 gamma-ray.
I3l
I {8DAYs) ERGY Using the repor ted' energies of three of the gamma-rays, as measured in a crystal spectrometer by DuMond and his associates, as a calibration standard, the gamma-energies are now found to be: 28.0 (Auger X), 80.1, 163.6, 177.0, 284.1, 364.2, 637, and 723 kev. In every case the conversion electron lines have K-L differences characteristic of xenon. The 723-kev gamma-ray, whose conversion electrons were about half as abundant as those for the 637-kev gamma, has not been previously reported.
All gamma-rays except the 163.6 kev are found to decay with a half-life of 8 days. The 163.6-kev gamma-ray has a longer halflife as shown in Fig. 1 a~90', the intensity has increased over that for the unmagnetized sample and when a=0', the intensity falls to a very low value.
After correcting the intensities for residual nuclear scattering and second-order contaminant (of half-wavelength), values of qs have been evaluated for several angles with the result shown in T has been pointed out previously' that data on the multiplicity -of meson production as a function of the energy of the primary particle can be obtained from an analysis of experiments on geomagnetic eGects of the hard component of cosmic rays. In the present note recently published results of Conversi' will be used for an evaluation of the digerential multiplicity; that is, of the average number of mesons in a given energy interval, for various primary energies.
The increase, hN", in the meson Qux between two latitudes, 8& and 8&, must be ascribed to the increase in the primary Qux, ANs"between these same latitudes. On dividing bÃ"by AN"we obtain, therefore, the number of mesons of the particular energy, E&, recorded in the experiment, produced per primary particle of the energy interval defined by the latitude cutoGs at 8& and 8~.
Conversi's measurements of the meson intensity in the energy interval 0.224 Bev&E"&0. 255 Bev at an altitude of 30,000 ft and between 9' and 59 N, thus give us a picture of the diGerential multiplicity, m(E", E~), at least for one meson energy, and over a range of primary energies from 0.5 to 14 Bev. Table I. 
